MOMS

Gyllenhaal (with
Ramona Feb. 28)
has called herself
a “hippie” mom.
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“I love
watching him
with those
curious eyes,”
Larter
(with Teddy)
tells Us.

Maggie’s Girlie
Get-Well Gift

T

LC to go! Maggie Gyllenhaal,
35, found the perfect pick-me-up
for her under-the-weather daughter
Ramona, 7, at Brooklyn’s Odd Twin
boutique March 4. “She picked up
a fancy pair of vintage slippers and
told the clerk, ‘Ramona’s home sick.
These will cheer her up!’” a fellow
shopper says of the star — also mom
to Gloria, 11 months, with actor Peter
Sarsgaard, 42. “It was so sweet!”

Street Chic!

Ali’s Parenting Lesson

Jhad the whole parenting thing

ust when ALI LARTER thought she

under control, her son, Theodore,
went and turned 2. “Suddenly things
change, and it’s tough!” Larter, 37,
tells Us of the December 20 birthday
boy. “But that’s kind of the joy of parenting. It makes life unexpected and
amazing at the same time.” While the

Michelle Williams, 32, in $570
Acne boots, dressed Matilda, 7,
in Crewcuts by J. Crew
leggings
($24.50).

star — married for three years to actor
Hayes MacArthur, 35 — admits motherhood can be absolutely “terrifying,”
she loves everything about her everchanging child. “Teddy’s just a very
verbal, very busy little guy,” gushes the
You’re Not You actress. “My husband
and I feel so lucky that we get to hang
out with him all the time.”

THEIR FAVORITE THINGS

Rain or shine! Boots and baubles that please kids and mom
Sarah Jessica
Parker, 48,
keeps the twins’
tootsies dry with
these Wellies.
($50, bogs
footwear.
com)
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JUNIOR WAYFARERS

Gwyneth Paltrow,
40, protects her kids’
peepers with these
retro-cool shades.
($63, ray-ban.com)

POSH MOMMY
JEWELRY

How charming! Nicole
Kidman, 45, is a fan
of these personalized
pendants. ($125,
poshmom
myjewelry
.com)
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The duo
shopped
in NYC
March 6.
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